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Some known methods 
Lemon juice 

Squeeze a lemon and collect the concentrated juice in a small dish. 

Dip your chosen writing implement in the juice, then write on blank paper and leave it to dry.

To make the message appear:

either pass the paper over a Bunsen (far enough away that it does not burn) 

or place it on a hot plate

or sponge the message with diluted iodine (about 10 drops iodine in 250ml of water).

The message will appear white on light blue or purple background. 

Cornstarch suspension (Caution: Iodine is very toxic)

Mix a concentrated solution of starch and water.

Heat the mixture on a hot plate.

Write the message and leave it to dry.

Sponge the message with diluted iodine (about 10 drops iodine in 250ml of water).

The message will appear dark blue or purple on light blue or purple background.

•  

Invisible Inks  

  • Lemon juice 

  • Cornstarch suspension 

  • Vinegar 

  • Phenolphthalein 

Items to be used to write with 

• Match stick or toothpick (you have to 

dip it in the ink between every letter)

• Cotton bud

• Ink filling pen 

Materials
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Vinegar

Write your message in vinegar (you can also use lemon juice or any dilute acid for this message). 

Prepare red cabbage water, which will act as a pH indicator.

How can you prepare it?

Spray the cabbage water on the vinegar paper. The paper is now acidic, so the cabbage indicator will give the message a red colour.

Cornstarch suspension (Caution: Iodine is very toxic)

Write your message with phenolphthalein and leave it to dry.

Use washing soda solution (from packets); gently drop the soda solution on the paper so that it spreads over the message.

The message will appear in pink. 

What real spies used!

Ink made of cobalt oxide, dissolved in nitric acid or hydrochloric acid. When you write with this solution, the writing appears in blue if it is 
subjected to heat. It disappears if you breathe on it.

Sometimes spies didn’t write the secret message in the letter itself, but on the top right corner of the envelope, so that if you removed the 
stamp with steam, you could read the message. 

Eggs were used to hide invisible ink messages:

either the message was written with invisible ink on a washed egg surface. Heat caused it to appear;

or the ink diffused through the eggshell to inside the egg, without leaving any visible indication on the surface. The spy boiled the egg 
for a long time, then carefully took off the shell to see the message inside.


